Mandatory Homework and Recitation

Homework

Homework is on the web site. Use your web browser, i.e., Explorer; to reach http://www.masteringphysics.com

Your textbook is included in your student access kit in which you have your unique ID for the Web.

ID for online homework is - MPSOJKA0026

READ the INSTRUCTIONS in the access kit.

Did you read them?
Do not come to the instructor with a dumb question; protect yourself—Read it.

First time user: Follow the registering instructions for the class procedure. Go to our weekly assignments. The first assignment is mandatory to introduce you to the web system; this is not graded.

Late homework is accepted but at a reduced percentage; see web site.

Recitation

The recitation session, Thursday each week, is intended to help students master the material and prepare for exams. The Teaching Assistant will review a set of "exam-like questions." These exam-like questions may include true/false, multiple choice, and work-out problems covering the relevant material from the previous week. They are called "exam-like" for a reason. In addition, questions from the students about homework problems are addressed as time allows.

Exam Like-True/False, Multiple Choice and Problem

1. The exams are made of true/false and multiple choice (MC) questions.
2. The T/F and MC questions are answered on a scantron form that will be provided to you.
3. The lecture outline supplied on CANVAS also contains a selection of Exam-Like True/False, Multiple Choice and Problems.
4. These are reviewed by the Teaching Assistant in the recitation period each week.
5. History has shown that those students who attend recitation regularly and review the exam-like questions frequently throughout the semester generally do much better in the class.